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No. A/STA/AE-21/DE(LA)/Transfer & posting/2020-21            Dated at Mumbai, the    29/04/2020. 

 
Order 

 
Subject: Look After arrangement in the grade of DE/AGM in MH Circle Office-reg. 
         

As per the approval of the competent authority, Shri. VILAS RAGHUNATH KANGDE (Perner 
99503684) AD(TP/NOFN) under GM(TX/NOFN) MH Circle office will be look after the charge of 
AGM(TP/NOFN) under GM(TX/NOFN) MH Circle office  without any extra remuneration and in 
addition to his own duties as AD,  till regular incumbent joins or till further orders. 
 

This look after arrangement is purely temporary and a stop gap arrangement and the 
officer is not entitled to claim on seniority/regular promotion/ additional increments/any extra 
remuneration etc. whatsoever as per BSNL CO orders on Look after arrangements from time to 
time. This arrangement shall be for the period of 179 days from the date of this order and 
automatically ceases after expiry of 179 days from this order date and the officer will be reverted 
to his substantive grade. 
         
Necessary Charge report may be furnished to all concerned and necessary entries in ERP/service 
Book may be incorporated accordingly. 
 

                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                           (V K Dethe)                                                                                         
                                                                   Assistant Director (Staff-A) 
Copy to:- 

1. PS to CGMT MH Circle Mumbai for information.  
2. GM (Vigilance) MH CO Mumbai. 
3. All the BA Heads/ SSA Heads/ Unit Heads in MH Circle. 
4. GM (TX/NOFN) MH CO Mumbai. 
5. Officer concerned. 
6. Guard file/MH Intranet. 

 

  
          (V K Dethe)                                                                                        
        Assistant Director (Staff-A) 
 

 
 
 


